
Affordable 360° Camera Kits for Law Enforcement

For over 14 years, VPiX® has been the worldwide leader
in virtual tour camera kits for real estate. Now with
CSI:360 -- we have taken our proven 360° camera kits,
software and training to help law enforcement agen-
cies recreate crime scenes.  

Homeland Security Building Documentation

There are many state and federal grants that can help you
with funding to purchase the required equipment and begin 360
documenting your local schools and federal buildings. Our VPiX CSI:360
edition software lets you geo-code Google maps and 3D radar push
pin markers. You can upload custom floor plans, MP3 narration and
even custom hot spot graphics. For active cases that cannot be hosted
over the Internet, you can build them online then save them for of-
fline and burn your cases with 360 tours to CD-ROM with just a few
mouse clicks. 

Perfect for the Electronic Courtroom:  VPiX CSI:360

It’s not quite CSI:Miami... but it’s as close as it gets. VPiX CSI:360 lets
you recreate crime scenes with complete, 360 virtual walk-through
experiences. Zoom in on evidence markers and view the crime scene as
if you were actually there. You can add GPS information to any crime
scene 360 panorama, too. And best of all... Learning CSI:360 takes all
of 45 minutes. Just upload your JPEG panoramas and start clicking a
few buttons. CSI:360 does it all for you... automatically.

866-902-3600
Dealer Inquires Invited

csi:360°

Complete 360° Building Documentation New from Virtual Pictures Corp.

CRIME  SCENE  CAMERA  KITS

Recreate Any Crime Scene in 360°



*Price list effective 1 Oct 2013

CSI:360 Crime Scene Servers

CSI:360 Server / Hosted at Rackspace.com $7,995 Set up + training $749*

CSI:360 Server / Installed at Your Facility $14,995 Set up + training $0 (annual)† 

† For CSI:360 remote server install, year one SLA is included. For year 2 and beyond, standard $3,995 annual SLA applies.

* Assumes 5,000 project maximum. RHEL OS 6.X, CSI:360 v 3.9.5 on VPS account, nightly backup, managed SLA.  

CSI:360 Photography Kits.

CSI:360 D7000 Nikon Kit Complete $5,749 n/a

CSI:360 D600 Nikon Kit Complete $6,449 n/a

CSI:360 Upgrade Kits (no camera / tripod)                                   $2,749 n/a

Product / Description Setup (1-time) Monthly Recurring

CSI:360 Price Sheet 

CSI:360 Works with Your Existing Cameras

Prices shown are for domestic, U.S. Government / GSA / Law Enforcement only

866-902-3600
Dealer Inquires Invited

VPiX CSI:360 Crime Scene Recreation soft-
ware lets you use your existing digital
cameras and existing police officers. No
expensive equipment. For the single
purchase of just (1) Panoscan, your
entire department could have ten (10)
CSI:360 upgrade kits and a CSI:360 crime
scene server. 

CSI:360 is simply the fastest and most
affordable way to recreate crime scenes or
photo-document schools and buildings.

Putting away the bad guys was never this much fun or this powerful. CSI:360 soft-
ware was designed from the ground up by a group of seasoned detectives and police
officers. Learn more and get a free no obligation demo today. 

CSI:360 lets you add the classic yellow Crime Scene Evidence markers on any
360 panorama. Click the evidence marker and your fields notes including close
up photos of evidence appear.  This isn’t CSI: Miami... but it’s as close as it gets.

Animated push pins rotate
as your crime scene rotates.

Custom training/packages available. Net 30 on Approved Accounts Only.

csi:360°
CRIME  SCENE  CAMERA  KITS WWW.CSI360.NET

Digital cameras are 
now an everyday part 
of law enforcement


